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Abstract

This paperdealswith theestimationof theaero-
dynamic coefficients and performanceanalysis
for a shrouded-fanunmannedaircraft. Thecom-
plexity of theflow aroundthiskind of vehiclesin
conjunctionwith the stronginteractionbetween
fanflow andthevelocityfield aboutthefuselage,
maketheaerodynamiccoefficientscomputationa
verydifficult task.Thepurposeof thispaperis to
formulate,by meansof theLagrangianapproach,
an aerodynamicmodel for the determinationof
theaerodynamiccoefficientsof theshroud,suit-
ablefor performanceanalysis.

1 Introduction

In the last decade the development of Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles (UAV) was mainly due to the in-
creasing use of this kind of aircraft in different
fields of application.

Several configurations of UAVs have been
developed depending upon the required mission
profiles [1] and some of them present character-
istics quite peculiar with respect to the other ones.

The rotorcraft UAV here considered is a
shrouded-fan made of a toroidal hull at the center
of which are placed two counter-rotating rotors
driven by three two-stroke engines (Fig. 1). The
vehicle performance characteristics are reported
in Tab.1.

Fig. 1 UAV configuration

Overall diameter (m) 1.9
Rotor diameter (m) 1.1
Central hub diameter (m) 0.25
Maximum Overall weight (N) 800
Payload (N) 100
Coaxial rotors 2
Power (h � p � ) 3 � 14
at (RPM) 11000
Rotor speed (RPM) 3000
Endurance (h) 1.5
Service ceiling (m) 2000

Table 1. Characteristics of the UAV.

In a previous work [2], focused on performance
and stability of a shrouded UAV, in order to
build the aerodynamic model, the aerodynamic
actions developed by the shroud, were estimated
by means of computational fluid dynamics us-
ing the code VSAERO for various flight condi-
tions and it was remarked that, because of the the
strong interaction between rotor flow and aerody-
namic field on the hull, the evaluation of the
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Fig. 2 UAV aerodynamics in forward flight

aerodynamic coefficients for any flight condition
is a difficult task.

Taking into account the great excursion of the
angle of attack (� 90 � α ��� 90deg), depending
on flight conditions, quite different aerodynamic
field structures around the UAV can develop [3]
and consequently the performance analysis of the
vehicle requires an accurate modelization of the
flow field on a wide range of variation of the an-
gle of attack. The rotorcraft configuration here
treated, very similar to that considered in Ref.
[2], is the result of a parametric study, realized
by means of the code VSAERO, which analyzes
the forces developed by different geometries of
toroidal fuselage in the presence of the rotor flow.
The chosen fuselage cross section corresponds to
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Fig. 3 UAV aerodynamics: Windmill brake state

achieve low values of the pitch moment in a wide
range of angle of attack together to drag coeffi-
cients less than those calculated in [2].

An aerodynamic model for the determination

of the aerodynamic coefficients of the UAV con-
figuration in the presence of the interaction be-
tween hull and rotors is developed. This model,
based upon the apparent mass concept, requires
the definition of a Lagrangian function represent-
ing the kinetic energy of the flow expressed in
terms of the UAV state variables and allows the
calculation of aerodynamic forces and moments
through the method of the Lagrange equations.

The effects of the rotor flow on the aerody-
namic field about the airframe are accounted for
by modeling the rotors using an actuator disk
with a properly calculated doublet distribution.

Due to its physical derivation, the aerody-
namic model takes into account the aforemen-
tioned effects which regard the mutual interaction
between the rotor flow and the aerodynamic field
about the rotorcraft.

As a successive step, in order to calculate
both thrust and rotor torque, a rotor model is
adopted which takes into account the variations
of collective and cyclic pitch for various flight
conditions. This model determines, by using
steady-state aerodynamics analysis, the thrust
and the moment coefficients by integration of the
aerodynamic load along the blade span.

Finally, the results of a detailed study of per-
formance characteristics for straight and turning
flight conditions, such as control angles, required
power and flight path angles as a function of
speed are discussed.

2 Vehicle Modeling

In order to develop the aerodynamic model, one
has to model the flow field about the UAV.

First of all, due to the axial symmetry around
the z axis, the flow about the hull depends onα
and on the rotors induced velocityVD. There-
fore it can be shown that the aerodynamic coef-
ficients are functions ofα, p � q � r and of the ra-

tio k � V�
VD � V sinα

� and do not depend on the

sideslip angle.
Figures 2 and 3 show two possible schemes

of the flow structures that are possible during the
flight.
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Figure 2 shows the UAV section in the condi-
tion of normal working state which corresponds
to flight situations in which the angle of attack
is negative andVD is sufficiently greater than
V sinα. In this working regime the rotor inflow
from the top of the aircraft, the fluid is ejected
towards the bottom and the power is transfered
from the rotors to the air. The rotor flow and the
external stream are separated by a potential wake
which originates from the separation line that is
represented byA andA 	 .

Another possible schematic of the UAV aero-
dynamics is represented in Fig. 3, where the an-
gle of attack is positive and the induced veloc-
ity VD is low enough with respect toV sinα to
permit an upward flow relative to the rotor that
causes the so calledwindmill-brake state where
the power is transfered from the stream to the ro-
tor.

These two conditions, in accordance to the
Ref. [2], also consider the presence of wakes at-
tached behind the fuselage on the separation lines
B andB 	 .

More complicate flow structures such as the
turbulent wake state or theVortex ring state [3],
which correspond to different flight conditions,
could be verified in intermediate situations that
are not accounted for in the present study.

In both cases, angle of attack and angular ve-
locity influence all the aerodynamic coefficients,
whereas the presence of the rotor flow signif-
icantly contributes to modify the aerodynamic
field about the fuselage so as to made the vehi-
cle aerodynamics quite different from that of a
conventional rotorcraft. In order to take into con-
sideration the influence of the rotor flow about
the airframe, in the adopted scheme, the rotors
are subsituted by suitable equivalent actuator disk
placed the mid planePP 	 (Figs. 2, 3). There-
fore, the rotor flow is supposed to be generated
by a layer of doublets placed inPP 	 with a prop-
erly calculated induced velocityVD. The velocity
VD is an unknown parameter that depends upon
the rotor working conditions and is determined
by means of the rotor model, described in the fol-
lowing, together with the impulsive theory.

It is worth to remark that the influence ofVD

on the entire aircraft represents the effects of the
collective pitch on the aerodynamic field about
the vehicle while the cyclic pitch variation, which
in turn causes a non-uniform distribution ofVD is
not accounted for.

As far as the propulsive system, the thrust
force is obtained by the two rigid (no flapping)
counter-rotating rotors which in turn have the
purpose to control the vehicle attitude. In partic-
ular pitch and roll are controlled through longitu-
dinal δB and lateralδA variations of blade pitch,
whereas yaw control is carried out by means of
differential variationsδP of the collective pitch
on the two rotors whose angular velocity is kept
constant by a RPM governor. The blade pitch is
controlled by a mechanism consisting in two in-
dependent swash-plates, each controlled by three
actuator.

The rigidity of the two rotors causes moments
that are transmitted from the rotors to the air-
frame and that they will must be compensated by
a proper action on the controls.

Thrust force and moment are obtained
through a model, that assumes a constant rotor
speed, based on the application of the blade ele-
ment theory for each blade.

The rotor model here used, that is the same
one employed in [2], calculates the thrust forces
and moments through an analytical integration of
the rotor load along the blade span by assuming
steady state aerodynamics for the rotors, while
the effects due to the blade-tip losses and the
mutual influence between the two rotors are ne-
glected.

3 Aerodynamic Model

A method to calculate the aerodynamic forces on
the fuselage of the UAV configuration, is now
presented. This procedure has been already suc-
cessfully applied to the calculation of the aero-
dynamic forces of ultralight vehicles [4] and of
ultralight sailplanes in the presence of a wind gra-
dient [5].

In order to derive the accurate expressions of
the aerodynamic forces and moments, it is con-
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sidered that the UAV is in a potential flow. The
expression of the kinetic energy of the stream is
[6]

T � 1
2

ρ 
�

Sw

φ n � v dS � 1
2

V tρ 

Γ1

φ n � v dl

� 1
2

�
v � v2

�
2

tρ 
Γ2

φ n � v dl

(1)

whereφ is the potential flow,Sw is the fuselage
wetted surface,n is the unit vector normal to the
local surface, whereasv andv2 are, respectively,
the aircraft velocity expressed in body axes and
the induced velocity by rotor flow at the down-
stream infinity. In the calculation ofv2 the possi-
ble swirl effects caused by the rotors are not ac-
counted for. In accordance to the potential flow
theory, the first term of Eq. (1) is the kinetic en-
ergy of the air moved by the aircraft, whereas the
second and the third ones, that under the steady-
state hypothesis result linear functions of time,
are integrals path along the separation linesΓ1

and Γ2 respectively and represent the contribu-
tion of possible wakes to the kinetic energy. In
particularΓ1, indicated asBB 	 in the Fig. (2) and
(3), is the line where the wake originates on the
rotorcraft hull whileΓ2, indicated asAA 	 , cor-
responds to the circumference of both the rotor
disks.

Now, since the potentialφ is solution of the
Laplace equation (linear), it can be expressed
through the sum of different terms due to flight
velocityv, angular velocityω and induced veloc-
ity of the rotor systemVD i � e �

φ � ∂φ
∂v
� v � ∂φ

∂ω
� ω � ∂φ

∂VD
VD (2)

where the terms
∂φ
∂v ��� ∂φ

∂u
� ∂φ

∂v
� ∂φ

∂w � and
∂φ
∂ω �� ∂φ

∂p
� ∂φ

∂q
� ∂φ

∂r � discussed in detail in Lamb [6], are

the potential per unit flight velocity and per unit
angular velocity respectively, while the last term
is the potential per unitVD which gives the con-
tribution of the doublet distribution on the plane
PP 	 .

Substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (1) one ob-
tains the kinetic energy expression of the stream
in terms ofv, ω andVD

T ��� 12v � Mv � 1
2ω � Jω � 1

2VD g � v� � 12v � Ṁv � 1
2ω � J̇ω � 1

2VD ġ � v � t � ρ (3)

The first addend of Eq. (3) containsM and J
which are two symmetric and defined positive
tensors that, when expressed in body axes, do not
depend on the angle of attack whileg represents
the term related to the effects of the rotor flow.
ρM andρJ, since their dimensions and physical
meaning, are called apparent mass terms. The
second term of Eq. (3), that is a linear function
of time, derives from the second and the third ad-
dends of Eq. (1) and contains the quantitiesṀ , J̇
andġ that formally are the time derivative ofM
andJ andg respectively. Now, according to Eq.
(1), Ṁ , J̇ andġ have the same form that depend
uponV andVD

Ṁ ���V M1 � � v � v2
�

2
M2 � ρ

J̇ ���V J1 � � v � v2
�

2
J2 � ρ

ġ ���V g1 � � v � v2
�

2
g2 � ρ

(4)

whereM1, J1, g1 andM2, J2, g2 are two groups
of arrays that give the influence of the wakes
which start formBB 	 andAA 	 respectively.

The induced velocity by rotor flow at the
downstream infinityv2 has been calculated in
terms ofVD through the impulsive theory [3]

v2
2 � v2

2
� VD ��� v2

2 � v2cos2 α � � v � sinα � (5)

and, when axial flight occurs, Eq. (5) provides

the well known resultVD � �
v
� � � v2

�
2

.

The aerodynamic forceF and momentQ
on the fuselage are obtained using the Lagrange
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equations in the general form [6]

F ��� d
dt

∂T
∂v
� ω � ∂T

∂v

Q ��� v � ∂T
∂v
� d

dt
∂T
∂ω̇
� ∂T

∂ω

(6)

Substituting Eq. (1) into Eq. (6), one obtains

F �����Mv̇ � ω � Mv � VD

2
ω � g � Ṁv� VD

2
ġ� ρ

Q ����� Jω̇ � ω � Jω � v � Mv � J̇ω� VD

2
v � g� ρ

(7)

It is interesting to analyze the terms which ap-
pear in the first of Eqs. (7).Mv̇, usually ne-
glected in flight dynamics, represents the inertia
force of the air flow that, in the present applica-
tion, resultsρ

�
Mv̇

�����
mv̇
� ��� 1. This is because

M , which represents the air mass moved by the
rotorcraft fuselage, results much less than rotor-
craft mass and for this reason it will be neglected
in the present study.ω � Mv , which depends on
both flight velocity and angular velocity, is the
contribution of the rotary derivative to the aero-

dynamic force whereas
VD

2
ω � g gives the simul-

taneous effects of angular velocity and rotor flow
(collective pitch). Ṁv , which depends upon the
angle of attack and flight velocity, is the steady-

state term of the aerodynamic force. Finally
VD

2
ġ,

gives the influence of the rotor flow on the aero-
dynamic force.

As for the second of Eqs. (7),Jω̇ is a mo-
ment term due to the inertia force of the air flow
that, due to its smaller order of magnitide with
respect to the rotorcraft moments of inertia, will
be not considered in the moment balance. Both
ω � Jω and J̇ω represent the contribution of the
moment rotary derivatives, whilev � Mv , that de-
pends upon flight speed and angle of attack, is

the steady-state aerodynamic moment.
VD

2
v � g

gives the contribution of the rotor flow on the
aerodynamic moment.

Eqs. (7) state thatM , J, Ṁ , J̇ are the aero-
dynamic derivatives of forceF ��� X � Y � Z � and
momentQ ��� L � M � N � with respect to the ac-
celeration and velocity components, respectively.
Therefore they can be expressed in terms of aero-
dynamic derivatives. For instance the matrixṀ
can be written as

Ṁ �
 !!!!!!!!"
� ∂X

∂u
� ∂X

∂v
� ∂X

∂w� ∂Y
∂u

� ∂Y
∂v

� ∂Y
∂w� ∂Z

∂u
� ∂Z

∂v
� ∂Z

∂w

#%$$$$$$$$& (8)

Due to the axial symmetry of the fuselage,
the aerodynamic force and moment expressed in
body axes, are written in the form

F � 1
2

ρV 2
f S LBW � α � βx �'� � CD � 0 �(� CL �

Q � 1
2

ρV 2
f Sd f LBW � α � βx �'� 0 �)� Cm � 0� (9)

whered f is the shroud diameter,S � πd2
f

�
4 is the

reference surface,Vf � � u2 � v2 � � w � VD � 2 is
the reference velocity in whichu, v and w are
the flight velocity components in body axes while
LBW � α � βx � is the transformation matrix from
wind to body axes. Here, the aerodynamic angles
α andβx are defined as "

u
v
w

#& � V

 "
cosα cosβx

cosα sinβx

sinα

#& (10)

Both Eqs. (7) and (9) provide the aerodynamic
coefficients in terms ofα andk. Unfortunately,
due to Eq. (5) the aerodynamic coefficients can
not be expressed in closed form as functions of
α andk. Nevertheless it is possible to evaluate
the aerodynamic force and moment coefficients
by solving numerically Eqs. (7) and (9) in the
entire range of variation ofα andk.

It is worth to remark that, in hovering Eqs.
(7) and (9) yield

Cx � Cy � 0 � Cz � 2 g2 z

S
Cl � Cm � Cn � 0

(11)
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Eq. (11) states that, when the flight speed is equal
to zero the aerodynamic coefficients do not de-
pend upon the angle of attack which, in this situa-
tion, is undetermined. This is in accordance with
the fact that, in the hovering condition, forces and
moments coefficients developed by the shroud
have unique values. This is a fundamental prop-
erty that must be taken into account from any
aerodynamic model.

The advantage of the present model with re-
spect to a database in tabular form is related to
its physical derivation which permits to take into
consideration the physical aspects that charac-
terize the aerodynamic forces acting on the air-
frame.

Furthermore, since Eqs. (3) are mathemati-
cally defined on the entire domain of variations of
α andk, the model allows to determine the aero-
dynamic force and moment coefficients in any
flight condition.

4 Modeling Identification

This section deals with the identification of the
model parameters.

As seen, the quantitiesM , M1, M2, J, J1,
J2, g, g1, g2 depend on the vehicle geometry and
can be determined through integration on the air-
frame surface of the velocity potentialφ or they
can be identified through computational fluid dy-
namics or by means of wind tunnel tests.

The elements of these matrices are the free
parameters of the proposed model. They have
been identified through the elaboration of data
obtained by means of CFD simulations using the
code VSAERO by Analytical Methods, Inc.[7]
which permits to take into account different flight
conditions. In particular, the influence of the
potential wakes is taken into account through a
wake-relaxation scheme while the influence of
the rotors flow on the hull is calculated by means
of a simple propeller-slipstream routine. The
boundary layer effects are determined by subrou-
tines that calculate the boundary layer quantities
on the overall wetted surface.

Consequentely, the separation lines on the

fuselage are located where the skin friction is
vanishing.

Therefore, to identify the free parameters,
several CFD simulations have been carried out.

The identification of the free parameters is
achieved by means of an optimization procedure
based on the least-square method that satisfies the
condition

J � 1
2∑

k

� � Ck � CFD � Ck � 2 � min (12)

where � Ck � CFD is the value of the generic aero-
dynamic coefficient obtained by the CFD simu-
lations whereasCk is the aerodynamic coefficient
calculated through Eq. (7).

5 Equations of Motion

This section deals with the equations of motion
for the rotorcraft which are written as [8]

m � v̇ � ω � v � � F � FT � mLg �
I ω̇ � ω � Iω � Q � QT

ṙ � LT v � Φ̇ � R * 1ω

(13)

wheremLg is the weight force expressed in body
axes whileFT and QT are the thrust force and
moment generated by the rotors expressed as

FT ��� π ρ Ω2 R4 � CxT � CyT � CzT �
QT � π ρ Ω2 R5 � ClT � CmT � CnT � (14)

where the nondimensional coefficients in Eqs.
(14) are determined through the rotor model used
in Ref. [2]. Since the two rotors have the same
moments of inertia with respect to the rotation
axis and are counter-rotating, the corresponding
moments induced by the gyroscopic effects on
the airframe are balanced and, therefore, do not
appear in the rigid body moment equations.
The last two of Eqs. (13) are the navigation equa-
tion and the attitude equation, wherer represents
thec � g � location whereasΦ � � ϕ � ϑ � ψ � andR * 1

are, respectively, the Euler angles vector and the
transformation matrix fromω to Φ̇.
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Fig. 4 Aerodynamic coefficients

6 Results and Discussion

First, the results which concern the identification
of the free parameters of the aerodynamic model
are presented.

In order to identify the free parameters, sev-
eral CFD calculation atp � q � r � 0 has been
carried out in the three range of variation of
α � k A1 �+�,� 26� 25� � � 0 � 2 � 1 � 64� , A2 �� 74� 90� � � 0 � 15� 0 � 6� and A3 �-�.� 90�/� 74� �� 0 � 15� 0 � 6� that correspond, respectively, to for-
ward flight at small angle of attack, descending
and climbing flight. Moreover, in order to take
into account the effects of the angular velocities,
three series of CFD calculation, each obtained
for ω � � p � 0 � 0� � � 0 � q � 0� � � 0 � 0 � r � , have been re-
alized. Figure 4 shows the aerodynamic coeffi-
cientsvs α at different values ofk. The contin-
uous lines correspond to the aerodynamic coeffi-
cientsCk, obtained by the present model, whereas
the symbols represent� Ck � CFD. All the free pa-
rameters are calculated via Eq. (12), so that the
aerodynamic coefficients are defined and can be
calculated through the proposed model. In any
situation the difference between� Ck � CFD andCk

is less than 3% and this coresponds to obtain a
minimum value ofJ less than 10* 5. This little
value means that Eqs. (7) fit very well the CFD
calculations and therefore, at least from potential
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Fig. 5 Aerodynamic coefficients vs.α andk

flow standpoint, it describes in adequate fash-
ion the UAV aerodynamics. The result of the
model identification are shown in Fig. 5 where
the three surfaces represent lift, drag and pitch
moment coefficients in the entire range of vari-
ation of α and k. As previously observed, for
k � 0 (hovering condition), each aerodynamic co-
efficient does not depend on the angle of attack.

Now, the results of the trim analysis in
the straight and turning flight at different flight
speeds will be presented. The trim conditions
are calculated by solving the steady-state motion
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equations through a minimization procedure with
assigned constraints [9]. From previous results
given in [2] and the UAV Cypher data [1], it is
apparent that the maximum speed of this kind of
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Fig. 7 Euler angles vs. flight speed

vehicle does not exceed 30m s * 1. Nevertheless,
in order to investigate the rotorcraft performance
in a wider envelope, the flight speed will be con-
sidered variable in the range 0� V � 60 m s * 1

while the sideslip angle is put equal to zero.
The plots in Fig. 6 represent drag, lift and

pitch moment developed by the hull, calculated
in the trim conditions. Both pitch moment and
drag force, due to the different fuselage shape,
result less than those given in Ref. [2]. The pitch
moment exhibits a maximum value at 15m s * 1

which corresponds to an angle of attack of about
6 deg. At higher velocity, the moment increases
up to a speed of 35m s * 1 where, due the simulta-
neous variations of flight speed and the angle of
attack, it assumes an almost constant value.

The pitch moment will be balanced by the
moments developed by control actions. For what
concerns the lift developed by the shroud, the
adopted fuselage seems to be able to develop a
high level of lift which contributes to balance
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Fig. 10 Rate of climb and flight path angle vs.
flight speed

part of rotorcraft weight in a wide range of flight
velocity. In particular, at slow speed, when the
angle of attack is small, the lift contribution is
not significant with respect to the thrust force
whereas, for velocities greater than 30m s * 1, the
lift achieves the value of 580N which represents
more than 70% of the vehicle weight. This opti-
mistic result, which seems to
predict a high vehicle performance, is directly re-
lated to the fuselage aerodynamics and should be
verified through wind tunnel tests. Also the drag
presents some peculiarities. For velocities until
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to 20 m s * 1 the drag remains limited while for
20 � V � 30 m s * 1 it quickly rises to reach its
maximum value atV � 30 m s * 1. In the interval
30 � V � 37 m s * 1 it has a significant reduction
and then, for higher velocities, shows a mono-
tonic behavior. These lift and drag variations are
explained through the non-linearity of the aero-
dynamic model.

Figure 7 shows the Euler angles as the func-
tions of the forward speed. In particular, in ac-
cordance to [2], the roll angleϕ, due to the differ-
ential pitch which acts through the collective on
both the rotors, is different from zero. Neverthe-
less, because of the rotors are counter-rotating,
ϕ, is very small in the entire range of speed vari-
ation. The pitch angleϑ varies from 0 until to
about 80deg thanks to the aforementioned lift
hull capabilities.

As far as the controls are concerned, Fig. 8
shows, in the trim conditions,δB, δA, δP, δC vs �
the flight speed. The collective pitchδC, that
controls the thrust force, presents sizeable vari-
ations. It is relatively small for speed less than
35 m s * 1 whereas, for higher velocities, it in-

creases up to values that could be not feasible
from the control system. Therefore the vehicle
performance, in particular maximum flight speed
and rate of climb, depend upon both maximum
delivered power and maximum collective pitch.
The longitudinal cyclicδB balances the pitch mo-
ment developed by the shroud, whereas the dif-
ferential collectiveδP, varies in such a way to
compensate the torque produced by the engines.
Because of the symmetric flight conditions, the
lateral cyclicδA is always equal to zero.

In Fig. 9, the required powerΠn and k are
presented. This plot directly depends on the aero-
dynamic forces developed at trim.Πn is greater
than zero forV � 0 and, due to the non-linear
aerodynamics, it presents two decreasing tracts,
OA for velocities less than 20m s * 1 andBC in
the interval 30� V � 35m s * 1, which correspond
to flight conditions with propulsive instabilities.
The tractOA, very similar to the helicopter power
law, is lightly different from that calculated in [2]
due to the different fuselage. As fork, for ve-
locities that do not exceed the 30m s * 1, the di-
agram is very similar to that one given by Ref.
[2] whereas, for higher forward speed,k lightly
decreases.

At this point we can state that the non-
linearity of the rotrocraft model seems to cause
two flight regimes, one of which, forV �
30 m s * 1, is similar to that one obtained in Ref.
[2]. The other one, obtained forV 0 30 m s * 1,
seems to be related to the lift developed by the
hull (see Fig. 6) which significantly contributes
to balance the rotorcraft weight.

In order to study the UAV climb performance,
the rate of climbRC and the flight path angleγ
as the functions of the forward velocity, are ana-
lyzed. Fig. 10 reports the hodograph of climbing
flight and the flight path angle. Also in this sit-
uation each flight condition is evaluated by the
same minimization method explained in [9]. Due
to the relatively high excess power-weight ratio
(0 � 027kW N * 1) with respect to high performance
helicopters (0� 013kWN * 1 for the KA 32), theRC
so calculated, is about two times greater than the
maximum RC for high performance helicopters.
Of course this result is the consequence of the

9
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performance analysis, hence it has to be verified
against on the feasibility of some parameters such
as the blades angles of attack and the controls. In
all the flight conditions reported in Fig. 10, the
blades angle of attack is less than 11deg whereas
control displacements never exceed their maxi-
mum values.

A further analysis concerns the UAV perfor-
mance in turning flight. Figures 11 and 12 show
k and Πn vs � V where each curve is calculated
for an assigned turn ratėχ which starts from
χ̇ � 0 until to χ̇ � 50 deg s * 1 with an increase
∆χ̇ � 10 deg s * 1, while the sideslip angle is kept
equal to zero. As the turn rate increases,Πn

and k vary in such a way that both power ex-
cess and maximum speed reduce their values. For
χ̇ 0 20 deg s * 1, because of the inertia forces,Πn

significantly increases and exhibits a monotonic
variation law. The blades angle of attack is al-
ways less than 11deg and control displacements
do not exceed their maximum values.

7 Conclusion

We conclude by summarizing some of the signif-
icant results of the present work.

To analyze the UAV performance, a method
that allows to calculate the aerodynamic coef-
ficients developed by the fuselage of rotorcraft,
is proposed. The model is based upon the po-
tential representation of the flow field about the
UAV. The aerodynamic model requires the def-
inition of the Lagrangian function, expressed in
terms of some matrices, the elements of which
are the model free parameters calculated through
an identification procedure based on the elabo-
ration of data obtained by CFD simulations. In
spite of the presence of complicate flow struc-
tures about the vehicle, this approach is supposed
to hold in all the flight situations. This is the
main limitation of the model because the cal-
culation of the aerodynamic coefficients and the
consequent performance analysis are valid under
the assumption that the flow structures about the
vehicle are represented bynormal working state
andwindmill-brake state. More complicate flow
structures such asturbulent wake state or theVor-
tex ring state can not be taken into account from

a Lagrangian approach which derives from a po-
tential field formulation. Therefore, in the perfor-
mance analysis the assumption which regards the
normal working state and windmill-brake state
must be verifieda posteriori.
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